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Deadline Sep. 16, 2013 Dec. 2, 2013 Feb. 3, 2014
Amount $50,000‐$500,000 $50,000‐$500,000 $50,000‐$500,000
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www.imls.gov by November. (Consider reading the         
FY2013 version now to formulate your ideas.)
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l k l Unrea istic wor  p an.
 Budget is padded, inflated, or not aligned with the narrative.
 Project goals are not clearly articulated and supported or 
defended.
 Evaluation plan is weak, ineffective, or not meaningful.
 Use of generalizations, jargon, buzzwords, unexplained acronyms.
 Sloppy preparation.
 Introducing new, crucial information in attachments.
Questions
